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FADE IN:

INT. OFFICE - DAY

DAVE awkwardly walks into the office with a foot cast on his right foot.

A couple of co-workers, JANE and MICHAEL rush to his side.

JANE
Dave, what happened to your foot?

MICHAEL
Dave, man. Does it hurt?

A loud KNOCK on the door startles them all and Jane backs up and steps on Dave’s foot cast.

JANE
Dave, I’m so sorry.

MICHAEL
Dave, man. Are you all right?

Dave grimaces and looks brave.

DAVE
I’m OK. Really. Thanks for your concern.

JANE
Dave, here. Sit down.

Jane pushes a chair on wheels to him but Michael grabs it from her and wheels it over Dave’s foot.

Dave hops on the spot wide-mouth in silent scream.

JANE
Michael, give me the chair.

MICHAEL
Jane, girl. I’m in control.

Jane and Michael grab the chair and slide it back and forth between them hitting Dave’s foot with the wheel rollers.
Dave grabs the back of the chair and pulls it away from Jane and Michael.

Dave hobbles to around the side.

JANE
Dave, let me help you.

MICHAEL
Jane, girl, this is a man thing.

Jane moves to the side and steps on Dave’s right foot.
Michael moves beside Jane and steps on Dave’s right foot.
Dave lurches in major pain and falls back in the chair.
His right cast foot jerks up and hits Michael in the chin knocking him on his butt.

JANE
Dave, I always wanted to do that.

Dave’s action has the reaction of hitting Jane on the butt and pushing her on top of Michael.

MICHAEL
Dave, man, I always wanted Jane on top.

Jane struggles to get off of Michael.

Dave twirls in his chair and his cast foot hits Jane off of Michael.

JANE
Thanks Dave. That was too weird.

Dave twirls again and hits with his cast foot Michael who is trying to get up onto Jane.

MICHAEL
Dave, man. Thanks. You know the moves.

Jane struggles to untangle herself from Michael with difficulty.
JANE
  Dave, whose side are you on?

Dave twirls around again in his chair and leans forward and falls between Jane and Michael.

MICHAEL
  Dave, man. I need some help here.

Michael leans over to get up and pushes his hand on Dave’s cast.

In sheer pain, Dave kicks his foot up and hits Michael on the chin again now knocking him out.

JANE
  Dave, you really are my hero.
  You are SUPERFOOT.

Jane and Dave bend over Michael, pick him up and place him in his chair in his cubicle.

Dave hobbles back to chair and sits down with a big sigh.

JANE
  Dave, I need you to go through these accounts today.

Struggling, Jane walks up to Dave with a huge binder and trips and drops the binder on Dave’s cast.

FADE OUT.

THE END.